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Confined dipole and exchange spin waves in a bulk chiral magnet
with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction
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The Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) has an impact on excited spin waves in the chiral magnet
Cu2OSeO3 by means of introducing asymmetry in their dispersion relations. The confined eigenmodes of a chiral
magnet are hence no longer the conventional standing spin waves. Here we report a combined experimental and
micromagnetic modeling study by broadband microwave spectroscopy, and we observe confined spin waves up
to eleventh order in bulk Cu2OSeO3 in the field-polarized state. In micromagnetic simulations we find similarly
rich spectra. They indicate the simultaneous excitation of both dipole- and exchange-dominated spin waves with
wavelengths down to (47.2 ± 0.05) nm attributed to the exchange interaction modulation. Our results suggest the
DMI to be effective in creating exchange spin waves in a bulk sample without the challenging nanofabrication
and thereby in exploring their scattering with noncollinear spin textures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnon band structures are nontrivial in chiral magnets
because of bulk Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI)
[1–6]. As a consequence of the asymmetric exchange in-
teraction, bulk DMI introduces nonreciprocity for the spin
waves [5,7–13]. Therefore chiral magnets can serve as non-
reciprocal microwave devices [9]. In order to make use of
the nontrivial magnonic properties, finite wave vector k ex-
citations in chiral magnets are strongly demanded. The spin
dynamics in bulk chiral magnets with lateral dimensions up
to millimeters have been investigated experimentally [14–21]
but mostly focusing on a wave vector of k = 0. To ex-
plore the spin wave excitation with finite k, focused ion
beam patterning was utilized to shape the chiral magnets
into lamella and to flip them onto microstructured coplanar
waveguides (CPWs) [9,13]. Still, exchange-dominated spin
waves in the gigahertz (GHz) frequency regime are largely
unexplored.
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In bulk magnets without the DMI, spin waves exhibit
symmetric dispersion relations for +k and −k. Standing spin
waves form with fixed nodes and antinodes. Intensities of
corresponding spin wave resonances vary systematically with
the order number (number of nodal lines) n (Supplemental
Material, Fig. S1 [22]) [23–31]. In the chiral magnets with
bulk DMI, the backward volume magnon dispersion relation
is asymmetric [Fig. 1(a)] so that the spin waves propagating
along opposite directions at the same frequency own different
k. The discrepancy in k does not allow for the conventional
standing spin waves. Numerical methods showed involved
spin waves’ phase profiles in nanoscale magnets with the DMI
[32–34]. In thin films of the chiral magnet FeGe, an oscillating
factor, exp(−iQz), was introduced when the ferromagnetic
resonance (FMR) at k = 0 and the perpendicular standing spin
waves with finite k were interpreted, where Q is the pitch
vector in a chiral magnet [35]. Standing spin waves were
assumed in bulk Cu2OSeO3 [18,19] but their characteristics
remained unexplored. Cu2OSeO3 is among the best candidate
materials for spin dynamics exploration in chiral magnets
because it has a rich magnetic phase diagram [36–39] and
a low damping. At small magnetic fields, noncollinear spin
structures in the helical, conical, and skyrmion phases appear
which exhibit anisotropic magnon band structures consisting
of several allowed minibands and forbidden frequency gaps
which vary significantly depending on the direction of the
spin-wave wave vector k [4,13]. The damping parameter α

of Cu2OSeO3 was reported to be the lowest in the so far
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FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of the dispersion relation of k ‖ H mode with
and without the DMI. (b) Schematic diagram of bulk Cu2OSeO3

sample placed on a CPW (yellow colored). (c) Color-coded maps
of broadband spin wave spectra taken as a function of the ap-
plied field μ0H along y at 5 K. The color scale bar represents
�S12/μ0�H (×10−3 T−1). Black and gray arrows indicate where
the line plots in panel (d) were taken. (d) Line plots of spectra
�S12/μ0�H at 5 K and μ0H = 100 mT (black line) and 96 mT (gray
line) indicated by arrows in panel (c). Solid blue (and light blue)
arrows mark the frequencies which we attribute to discrete k ‖ H
modes and dashed blue (and light blue) arrows mark the frequencies
that we categorize in terms of discrete k ⊥ H modes.

discovered skyrmion hosting materials. In particular in the
field-polarized phase at T = 5 K, the small value of α = 1 ×
10−4 has been found [40] which allows for long decay lengths
and spin-wave confinement in all three spatial directions of a
macroscopic sample.

Here, we report on confined spin waves observed in
the bulk chiral magnet Cu2OSeO3 probed by broadband
microwave spectroscopy and micromagnetic simulation. To
explore the combined effect of the DMI and sample
boundaries on the formation of confined spin wave states
we analyzed in detail the spectra obtained in the field-
polarized state exhibiting low damping. At the same time, we
avoided additional effects such as magnetic domain formation
and noncollinear spin structures with highly anisotropic band
structures [4,18,41]. We excited spin waves by a dynamic field
across the whole sample [Fig. 1(b)] and numerous resonance
peaks with systematically varying intensities appeared in the
field-polarized phase for μ0H > 50 mT in Fig. 1(c). We
attributed the series of peaks to confined magnetostatic waves
with wave vectors k ‖ H and k ⊥ H. We performed mi-
cromagnetic simulations on a micron-sized sample exhibiting
uniform magnetization and the same form factor, i.e., the
same shape anisotropy (demagnetization effect). When con-
sidering a nonzero DMI, we observed both the odd and even
order numbers n of confined volume modes at low frequency

consistent with the experimental observation. The simulation
reveals the short-waved magnons down to a wavelength of
about 40 nm coexisting at frequencies of the discretized vol-
ume modes. These modes depended characteristically on the
DMI strength. The origin of the short-waved magnons in the
exchange regime is attributed to the interplay of symmetric
and asymmetric exchange interactions. They appear for both
uniform and nonuniform excitation scenarios. Our results sug-
gest the DMI to be a strong tool to excite exchange-dominated
spin waves without challenging nanofabrication.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND SIMULATIONS

The broadband microwave measurements were conducted
on a bar-shaped Cu2OSeO3 sample. The volume of the sample
was 1 mm × 0.29 mm × 0.29 mm and all three surfaces were
perpendicular to the easy axes [100], [010], and [001]. It was
placed on a commercial CPW, which contained a 1-mm-wide
signal line and two ground lines as sketched in Fig. 1(b).
A radio-frequency current Irf was injected into the CPW by
a vector network analyzer (VNA) and induced a dynamic
magnetic field hrf (purple circular arrows). The Cu2OSeO3

sample was positioned at the center of the CPW in a way
that the longer axis of the sample was parallel to the signal
line. Because the width of the signal line was 1 mm and more
than three times wider compared to the sample width �x of
0.29 mm, the in-plane component of hrf was assumed to be
uniform with respect to x and y (it varied as a function of z)
[20]. Measurements were conducted at two cryogenic temper-
atures T : 5 and 20 K (Supplemental Material [22]). Magnetic
fields were applied by a superconducting magnet along the
y direction. A residual magnetic field of 36 mT along z was
present due to remanence of the setup when the sample was
cooled down. The reported field values μ0H describe the
additional field applied via a current in the superconducting
coil. The spectra discussed in this paper were taken at μ0H >

96 mT; i.e., the applied field dominated the dynamic response.
At temperature T = 5 K, μ0H = 150 mT was first applied
along +y to saturate the Cu2OSeO3 and then reduced in a
stepwise manner. The same saturation process was conducted
when we changed the applied field direction to H ‖ x and
H ‖ z for different measurements. The sample was heated
to 20 K to perform the same series of measurements with
the different field directions at different T . Again we focused
on the spin dynamics in the field-polarized phase to avoid
domains and noncollinear spin structures.

In order to explore the role of the DMI for confined
spin waves, we conducted spin dynamics simulations using
the micromagnetic software MUMAX3 [42] assuming T = 0.
A bar-shaped sample with 0.128 × 2.048 × 0.128 μm3 was
considered. The cell sizes were 4 nm along y and 8 nm
along x and z to resolve quantized spin waves. Here we used
1 � ix � 16, 1 � iy � 512 and 1 � iz � 16 to identify the
cell number along the x, y, and z directions. Parameters were
as follows: exchange stiffness As = 7 × 10−13 J/m, DMI con-
stant D = 7.4 × 10−5 J/m, saturation magnetization Msat =
1.03 × 105 A/m, first-order cubic anisotropy constant KC1 =
6 × 102 J/m3, and Gilbert damping constant α = 5 × 10−4

modeled Cu2OSeO3; they were taken from Refs. [40,43,44].
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In additional simulations, we varied the parameter D between
0 and 10 (×10−5 J/m2). The static magnetic field μ0H was
varied from 160 to 80 mT along y with a 0.5◦ tilting angle with
respect to x to avoid numerical errors. The micromagnetic
simulations do not consider the residual field in the exper-
iment. The dynamic magnetic field μ0h in the format of a
sinc function for broadband excitation was applied along x
and 0.5◦ tilted to z.

III. DISPERSION RELATION MODIFIED BY BULK
DZYALOSHINSKII-MORIYA INTERACTION

Before we present results, it is instructive to look into the
dispersion relations modified by bulk DMI compared with
the conventional case in Fig. 1(a) [8,45]. In the ferrimag-
netic state, the effective field term generated by bulk DMI
enters the dispersion relation of only the spin wave mode with
k ‖ H and has no influence on the spin wave mode with
k ⊥ H. With bulk DMI D > 0, the k ‖ H mode dispersion
relation is asymmetric with respect to k = 0 rad/μm: the
branch with positive k has a frequency lower than that of the
system with no DMI and the branch with negative k has a
higher frequency. In Fig. 1(a) the asymmetry due to the DMI
is exaggerated to make the difference in dispersion relations
visible. When the bulk DMI is absent, the wave vectors at a
given frequency have the same modulus of different sign, so
a standing spin wave with vector |k0| = (|k+| + |k−|)/2 can
form with fixed nodes and antinodes in a sample with finite
length (width) L. In a one-dimensional case, |k0| is specified
as |k0| = nπ/L, where n is the number of nodes 0, 1, . . . [31].
If no specific surface asymmetry plays a role, broadband spin
wave spectroscopy based on a wide CPW can barely detect
the odd modes because the antinodes with π phase shift in-
duce counteracting voltage signals in the signal line of the
CPWs which cancel each other. When bulk DMI is present,
the dispersion relation is no longer symmetric, so that at each
frequency |k1| �= |k,

1| and |k2| �= |k,
2|. Traveling waves with

fixed nodes are expected to form but spin wave amplitudes
have “a pronounced time-dependent asymmetry in the mode
profile” [33]. In this scenario, the voltage signals induced by
the odd modes do not cancel and one expects an induced net
voltage in the CPW. When analyzing our experimental data,
we discuss |k0| = (|k1| + |k,

1|/2) and not the individual values
|k1| and |k,

1|. This is because the excitation takes place at a
fixed frequency and multiple k (|k1| and |k,

1|) are excited at
the same time. In the micromagnetic simulations (methods),
we analyze the integrated Fourier transform of spin wave
amplitudes consistent with the signal detected by a CPW. With
the help of the simulated phase profiles, we extract |k0| by a
fitting procedure.

IV. BROADBAND SPIN WAVE SPECTROSCOPY DATA

Field-dependent spectra taken at T = 5 K are shown in
Fig. 1(c) for H ‖ x. A change in the slope df /dH of res-
onance frequencies f was seen at μ0HC2 = 52 mT, marked
by a black dashed line. For μ0H > μ0HC2, resonance fre-
quencies f increased almost linearly with H , indicating the
field-polarized phase. For μ0H < μ0HC2, the slope df /dH

indicated an unsaturated state, such as the conical phase in
Cu2OSeO3 [15]. In the following we focus on the numerous
resonances detected for μ0H > μ0HC2. Line spectra at fields
μ0H = 100 mT and μ0H = 96 mT are shown in Fig. 1(d).
Fifteen peaks were observed and are marked by arrows. A
color-coded map of spin wave spectra at T = 20 K and corre-
sponding line spectra at μ0H = 112 mT and μ0H = 108 mT
are shown in the Supplemental Material, Fig. S2 [22]. At
20 K, five peaks (marked by arrows) were clearly visible
above μ0HC2. The small number of resonance is attributed
to an increased damping, consistent with earlier reports on
temperature-dependent damping [13,40].

We have categorized the observed resonances depending
on their systematic peak-to-peak intensity variation. Solid
arrows mark k ‖ H modes with different wave vectors ky.
The sequence of peaks was ranked with order numbers 1,
2,..., with intensity I varying from high to low. The intensities
I of resonances marked by solid arrows are summarized in
Fig. 2(a) in a double-logarithmic manner. The linear variation
suggests that I is inversely proportional to the order number,
which is a sign of confined spin waves with different numbers
of nodes [30]. Considering k ‖ H modes to be confined
along y we attribute wave vectors to the discrete modes of
Fig. 1(d) according to ky = (πny)/�y, where ny = 0, 1, . . .

and �y = L = 1 mm is the length of the bar-shaped sample
along the magnetic field direction. Figure 2(b) now shows the
resonance frequencies identified in Fig. 1(d) as a function of
estimated values ky (blue squares). The frequencies follow
f (k) expected for k ‖ H modes. The group velocities vg

calculated from panel (b) according to vg = 2π� f /�ky are
shown in Fig. 2(c). We find a value vg of −1300 km/s near
k = 0. This value reflects a backward volume magnetostatic
wave in the long-wavelength limit in the dipolar regime of a
relatively thick ferrimagnet.

Dashed arrows in Fig. 1(d) mark additional discretized
k ⊥ H modes formed on top of k ‖ H modes. The combined
wave vector of such excitations reads k2 = ky

2 + k⊥2, where
k⊥ represents the wave vector in a direction transverse to
the magnetic field vector [46]. The peaks marked by dashed
arrows follow the sequence of conventional standing spin
waves because the bulk DMI does not modify the dispersion
relation of the spin waves when k ⊥ H and those modes
exhibit a positive group velocity. Hence higher-order confined
modes exhibit higher resonance frequencies. k ⊥ H modes
confined along z and x are degenerate because the dimensions
of the considered bulk Cu2OSeO3 sample amount to �z =
�x = 0.29 mm.

The colored-coded maps of broadband spin wave spec-
tra for other field directions are plotted in Fig. S3 of the
Supplemental Material [22]. When the field was applied along
z, only one further quantized k ‖ H mode was resolved at
lower frequency because the wave vector determined by the
dimension �z = 0.29 mm is much larger and may approach
the bottom of the k ‖ H magnetostatic wave band. The
dispersion relations and group velocities are consistent for
the configuration of H ‖ z [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)]. When the
field was applied along x, a confined k ‖ H mode was not
resolved, most likely due to a vanishing torque because of
hrf ‖ M. Still the FMR and edge modes were observed. The
intensities were low.
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FIG. 2. (a) Peak-to-peak intensity of resonances in a double-logarithmic plot corresponding to confined k ‖ H mode sequences. Error bars
represent the noise level in the spectra and the deviation in reading out the peaks. (b) Dispersion relation of spin waves extracted experimentally.
Error bars reflect the frequency resolution of the VNA and the deviation in reading out the peaks. (c) Group velocities calculated as 2π� f /�ky

from panel (b). Error bars originate from the frequency uncertainty in panel (b). In panels (a), (b), and (c), blue squares were extracted from the
solid blue arrows in Fig. 1(d) of H ‖ y; red squares were extracted from data taken at μ0H = 112 mT at T = 20 K (Supplemental Material,
Fig. S2 [22]); yellow circles were extracted from data taken at μ0H = 150 mT at T = 5 K when H ‖ z (Supplemental Material, Fig. S3 [22]).
Spin-wave dispersion relations evaluated from three different experiments are consistent; see panel (b).

V. SIMULATED MODES AND DISCUSSION

The integrated Fourier transform (FFT) amplitude of the
magnetization component |mz| of all cells is plotted in Figs. 3
and 4(a). In both data sets we find one mode of largest in-
tensity. On the low-frequency side of this most prominent
peak, multiple resonance peaks are seen. This is consistent
with the observation in the experiment [Fig. 1(c)]. It is noted
that when the periodic boundary condition (PBC) was applied
along y, there were no multiple peaks at lower frequency in
the simulation. Therefore, the resonance peaks at lower fre-
quency reflected discrete spin waves confined by the sample
boundaries in the y direction.

The bulk DMI constant was varied from 0 to 10
(×10−5 J/m2) in Fig. 3. Here the applied field was fixed at
160 mT. Multiple peaks with decreasing amplitudes towards
lower frequency are present for all the spectra, substantiating
the formation of discrete modes due to spin wave confine-
ment between sample boundaries for all the different values
of D. When D = 0, confined spin waves reside between
4.4 and 7.3 GHz and the highest intensity peak appears at

FIG. 3. Spin wave spectra for different DMI constants. The color
bar represents the integrated Fourier transform (FFT) amplitude of
the magnetization component mz.

6.5 GHz. The discrete k ‖ H mode resonances reflect num-
bers ny = 1, 3, 5, . . . On the one hand, when D increases
up to 10 × 10−5 J/m2, the peak with the highest intensity
moves to a higher frequency of 6.8 GHz and more k ‖ H
mode resonance peaks appear down to 2.3 GHz (instead of
4.4 GHz). As shown in Fig. 1(a), when bulk DMI is present,
the dispersion relation f (k) of k ‖ H magnetostatic waves
is asymmetric. This asymmetry increases with D. For D �= 0,
the lowest frequency f2 possible to be excited is lower than f1,
which denotes the bottom of the symmetric k ‖ H mode band
in the case of D = 0. The lower frequency f2 explains the
larger frequency regime in which discrete k ‖ H modes occur
for increasing D. On the other hand, the asymmetry results in
the occurrence of both the even and odd-numbered modes ny

in the integrated FFT amplitudes of our simulation. Thus all
the confined k ‖ H modes with ny = 1, 2, 3, . . . appear and
the total number of resonance peaks increases with D.

For f = 6 GHz and D = 7.4 × 10−5 J/m2 we plot the sim-
ulated spin-precessional amplitudes A and phases Φ inside the
chiral magnet (for layer iz = 6) in Fig. 4(b). In both the A
and Φ maps, a confined long-waved spin wave (marked by a
dashed red arrow) and a short-waved spin wave (marked by
solid red arrows) are resolved. The phase line plots for iz = 6
and ix = 6 of all the resonances at 160 mT are plotted in Fig.
S4 of the Supplemental Material [22]. All of them display the
coexistence of two waves with different wavelengths. We label
them as long-waved spin waves (LWSWs) and short-waved
spin waves (SWSWs) in the following.

The simulated resonance frequencies of both LWSWs and
SWSWs are summarized in Fig. 4(c). The open symbols rep-
resenting the LWSWs follow the dispersion relation of the
dipolar k ‖ H magnetostatic waves with a negative group
velocity consistent with the experimental results shown in
Fig. 2(b). It is notable that the wave vectors of LWSWs do
not match perfectly with the calculation in experimentally
extracted data as ky = (πny)/�y (ny = 0, 1, . . . and �y is
the sample length). We interpret the reason to be the in-
homogeneity of the internal field in the simulated sample
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FIG. 4. (a) Color-coded maps of spin wave spectra from micro-
magnetic simulations in layer 6 in the z direction. The color scale bar
represents the amplitude of Fourier transform of mz. (b) Color-coded
maps of amplitude A and phase � in the x-y plane of the z layer
iz = 6, with D = 7.4 × 10−5 J/m2 at the field value indicated in
panel (a) by the red star. The color scales of amplitude maps are
normalized so that blue represents 0 and yellow represents 1. In the
phase maps, blue and yellow represent −π and π , respectively. The
wavelengths of the SWSW and LWSW are marked. (c) Dispersion
relation of resonance frequencies extracted from the micromagnetic
simulations. Red squares are taken from μ0H = 160 mT with D =
7.4 × 10−5 J/m2. Black triangles are taken from μ0H = 160 mT
with D = 10 × 10−5 J/m2. Open symbols are LWSWs and cor-
respond to the dashed red arrow in panel (b). Solid symbols are
SWSWs and correspond to the solid red arrows in panel (b).

near the edges which modifies the wave format. It is not
counted in the calculation of wave vectors in Fig. 2 be-
cause the sample dimension along y in experiment is as
large as y = 1 mm and thus the influence of the inhomoge-
neous region is negligible. The solid symbols representing
SWSWs show the characteristics of exchange-dominated spin
waves with a positive group velocity. In the case of D =
7.4 × 10−5 J/m2 modeling Cu2OSeO3, the largest resolved
wave vector amounts to k = 133 rad/μm corresponding to
a wavelength of λ = (47.2 ± 0.05) nm. When we increase
the DMI constant to D = 10 × 10−5 J/m2, the maximum
wave vector of the exchange-dominated SWSWs increases
to k = 162 rad/μm, corresponding to λ = (38.9 ± 0.04) nm.
However, the wavelengths of the LWSWs remain similar to
the smaller DMI value. The small deviation is because of the
enhancement of the asymmetry of the k ‖ H mode dispersion
relation. The sign of the DMI does not play a role for the

extracted absolute wave vector values but it changes the sign
of the phase velocity of both LWSWs and SWSWs (see the
Supplemental Material, Fig. S6 [22]). We attribute the coexis-
tence of multiple wave vector excitations at each frequency in
the simulations to the exchange interactions. The asymmetric
DMI, together with the symmetric exchange interaction, cre-
ates a periodic modulation of exchange interactions for spins
in chiral magnets and the period is controlled by the strength
of the DMI constant D and the exchange stiffness A. When
the confined k ‖ H modes with k1 are excited because of the
sample boundaries, the modulation of exchange interactions
provides the source of k2 excitation at the same frequency.
Even in the case of a small DMI which might not be sufficient
to induce skyrmions, we observe modifications of spectra
(Fig. 3). They show that bulk DMI apart from the creation of
the noncollinear phases has a sizable effect on the spin wave
excitation and the nature of standing spin waves. Our results
are important when exploring spin-wave confinement effects
in noncollinear spin structures which exhibit anisotropic mini-
bands and forbidden frequency gaps.

VI. CONCLUSION

In summary, we reported confined magnetostatic waves
formed by the sample boundaries in a bar-shaped bulk
Cu2OSeO3 sample explored by both broadband spin wave
spectroscopy and micromagnetic simulations in the field-
polarized state. In the simulations, ultrashort spin waves
down to (47.2 ± 0.05) nm were predicted beyond the ex-
perimentally observed dipolar spin wave modes with k ‖
H. They were attributed to the DMI-induced asymmetry of
the dispersion relation and the periodic modulation of ex-
change interactions in chiral magnets. It has been proved that
the wavelength and the phase velocity strongly depend on
the DMI strength. By increasing the DMI strength, shorter
wavelengths have been achieved. Our findings provide an
alternative way of exchange-dominated spin wave excitation
without the need of nanofabrication.

The data that support the findings of this study are openly
available in Zendo at [47].
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